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tllrough tile use of the invention, and the profits lie would derive
therefrom; and the court did not expressly hold that in an action at
law the plaintiff might not prove as the measure of his damages the
I1lID that would be a reasonable royalty for his invention, and did not
in terms disaffiTlll the doctrine expressed in Walker on Patents and
in Packing 00. v. Oassiday, above referred to; yet the plain pur-
port of the deoision is to that effect. It declares the broad doctrine
that there is no remedy at law for the infringement of a patent un-
less the plaintiff show actual damage to himself, or show that prior
to the act of infringement a sufficient number of sales of the pat-
ented invention, or of the right to use the same, had been made at
• settled price, to establish a royalty, or a market price, for the use
of the invention, so that by the defendant's act his market had
been impt\.i:red. There had been no such established royalty the
present case. The invention had not been used except by the
plaintiff in error, and the right to use the same had not been sold to
anyone. It cannot be said, therefore, that a market f()r his inven-
tion has been created which could be the subject of impairment by the
act of the infringer. Under the authority of 'Coupe v. Royer we are
compelled to reverse the judgment at the cost of the defendant in
error, and remand the case for a new trial.

FORGIE v. DUFF MANUF'G CO.
(Clrcnit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit. July 19, 1891.'

L PATENTS-MECHANICAL EQUIVALENTS.
To convert a plate yielding bodily to effect a tripping by the receding

of a lug when It comes in comact with the object to be tripped Into a plate
havIng yielding lugs performing the same functions Is not Invention, but
mere use of a mechanical equivalent.

.. SAME-JACKING ApPARATUS.
The Barrett patent, No. 455,993, for a :Jacking apparatus, construed, and
infringed as to claims 1 and 6. 78 Fed. 626, affirmed.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the West-
ern District of Pennsylvania.
William L. Pierce, for appellant.
James I. Kay, for appellee.
Before DALLAS, Circuit Judge, and BUTLER and KIRKPAT-

Rl'OK, District Judges.

KIRKPATRICK, District Jndge. This matter comes before the
court on an appeal from a decree of the circuit court for the West-
ern district of Pennsylvania (78 Fed. 626), granting to the com-
plainants a preliminary injunction based upon two patents, No. 455,-
993, July 14, 1891, and No. 527,102, October 9, 1894, issued to Josiah
Barrett, and assigned to the Duff Manufacturing Company. The
olaims involved are 1 and 6 of patent No. 455,993, and claim 19 of
patent No. 527,102; but, inasmuch as the defendant, in his answer,
IOD8ents that decree be made against him as to claim 19, patent No.
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court is only concerned with the consideration of the
claims! and 6 of patent No. ·455,993, which are in the following
words:
Claim 1: "In a jack, the combination of a bar having teeth on one side there-

of, a privotal lever, two pawls pivoted to said lever, and having fingers rigid
therewith, and a yielding tripping plate having lugs thereon adapted to engage
with said fingers, and through the same draw the pawls from engagement with
the toothed bar, sUbstantially as and for the purpose set forth."
Claim 6: "In a jack, the combination of a bar having teeth on one side there-

of, a pivotal lever, a pawl pivoted to said lever and having a finger rigid there-
with, and a yielding tripping plate mounted on the frame, and having a lug
adapted to contact with said finger, and through the same draw the pawl from
engagement with the toothed bar, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth."

In a former suit brought in this circuit entitled Manufacturing Co.
v. Forgie, 57 Fed. 748, upon full consideration the court held this pat-
ent, No. 455,993, to be valid, and decided that the complainant was en-
titled to have such a broad construction put upon his claims as would
enable him to obtain the benefit of the full scope of his invention.
The validity of the patent having been so sustained, the only ques-
tion now before us for consideration is one of infringement, and in de-
termining it the court should be guided by the rules of construction
laid down in the case above referred to, and which are in conformity
with the decision in Electric Co. v. La Rue, 139 U. S. 601, 11 Sup. Ct.
670. In the opinion which has been filed in this cause, and which
forms the basis of the decree appealed from, the learned judge sets
forth clearly and fully the state of the art before and at the time
application was made by Barrett for his patent No. 455,993, and the
need which existed for further improvement in the then existing
mechanism to adapt the lifting jack of Barrett, manufactured under
patent No. 312,316, to the requirements of an "oil-well jack." This
mechanism had been provided with a rigid tripping plate, and, in or·
del' to provide for the withdrawals of the pawls during the reversing
operation, there were pivoted to said pawls spring-actuated fingers,
which, when the lever was operated, moved in contact with the trip-
ping plate in such a way as :to draw the pawls away from the teeth
of the rack. In applying this mechanism to the purposes of an "oil-well
jack," it was found that when the joint was tightly coupled together,
and the wrenches still applied thereto, the wrenches exerted a very
strong pressure against the carriage and the fixed post on the rack
bar, and the operation to remove the wrenches from the drill rod so as
to permit the latter to be used was found to be very difficult. To
overcome this difficulty was the object of the yielding tripping plate
provided for in the claims of patent No. 455,993, above set forth. By
the substitution of the yielding tripping plate having a lug or lugs
thereon adapted to engage with s;tid fingers, and through the same
draw the pawls from the toothed bar "for the device described in
patent No. 312,316, Barrett gained for his new machine simplicity and
strength,-simplicity, in that the parts were reduced in number by the
removal of the levers and one of the springs; and strength by his abil·
ity to increase the size of the pawls, and relieve them from the strain
of carrying the reversing mechanism." In patent No. 455,993 we find
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the following elements in combination: A rack bar having teeth
upon one side, a frame for pivoted lever, a lever pivoted on a frame
and provided with a long and short pawl pivoted thereto, fingers rigidly
connected with the pawl, a yielding tripping plate having lugs which,
when the plate is in a given position, will engage the rigid fingers
on the paWl; the construction specified to produce "power mechanism
in which a step by step movement back and forth is obtained, said
movement being actively operated in one direction to move a load,
and passively operated in the other direction to control the move-
ments of a load." In so far as the rack bar, the pivoted levers, the
pawls having fingers, and the tripping plate in general combination
are concerned, they are the same in patents No. 312,316 and No. 455,-
993, but the constructions differ in that in the prior patent the fingers
are pivoted on the pawls, and the springs which accumulate and apply
the power to withdraw the pawls from engagement with the rack bar
are also mounted on the pawls, while the tripping plate is rigid dur-
ing its operation. In the patent in suit the fingers are made rigid on
the pawls, and the spring which accumulates the power, and applies it
to withdraw the pawls from engagement with the rack bar, is trans-
ferred to the tripping plate, constituting one element which is called
the "yielding tripping plate," the claims of the patent being for the
combination of rack bar, pivotal levers, and pawls of fingers, a trip-
ping plate, and springs for applying power to the pawls through the
fingers, when the finger is rigidly connected with the pawl, and the
storage spring with the tripping plate. The claims of the patent
No. 455,993, which are under consideration, cover broadly the idea of
the yielding plate without limitation as to the position or form of the
plate, the only requisite being that it shall yield in such a way as to
accomplish its purposes, viz. the withdrawal of the pawls from en-
gagement with the toothed bar. This will be apparent by reference
to page 2, line 10, of the specification of the patent: "The tripping
plate is mounted in any suitable way upon the jack frame, being
shown in the drawings as pivoted to the same, though it is evident
that it may be mounted to slide therein." The device was wholly
new. Nothing in anticipation thereof has been brought to the at-
tention of the court, nor cited by way of reference in the patent of-
fice. If we turn to the Forgie machine, marked ''Exhibit Forgie
Jack," and which is claimed to be an infringement, we find a rack
bar with teeth on one side, a pivoted lever, and two pawls with rigid
fingers pivoted to said lever. These are the same elements found in
the Barrett patent, needing only in combination the "yielding trip-
ping plate" to make it similar throughout. To perform the func-
tions of the complainant's yielding tripping plate, the defendant has
adopted an ingenious device. Instead of pivoting the tripping plate
to the jack frame, and placing a spring under the same by which the
whole body of the tripping plate is pressed upwardly against the
rigid fingers of the pawl, he has devised a plate which slides in the
frame, and secured within the plate, and projecting up there-
from in position to be engaged by the rigid fingers of the pawls are
the spring fingers, so that, while the plate as a whole is rigid, yet,
with the yielding fingers placed thereon, the same result is obtained
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in practically the same manner as in the patent in suit. The yield-
ing of the plate within itself is the clear equivalent of the bodily
yielding of the plate, while the spring fingers form lugs which store
the power, and give a movement the same in principle as that of
the complainant's jack. To convert a plate yielding bodily to effect
a tripping by the receding of a lug when it comes in contact with the
object to be tripped into a plate having yielding lugs performing the
same functions, requires no exercise of the inventive genius. The
latter seems to us but the equivalent of the former. The defend·
ant's machine being similar in its other elements, to which refer-
ence has been made,. and the tripping mechanism being but the
equivalent of the complainant's tripping plate, we are of the opinion
that the infringement of claims 1 and 6 of complainant's patent No.
455,993 is clearly shown, and that the decree of the circuit court
should be affirmed.

STEEL-CLAD BATH CO. v. DAVISON.
(CIrcuit Court of Appeals, second Circuit. July 21,.1897.)

PATENTS-INVENTION-BATH TUBS.
The Booth patent, No. 458,995, for a bath tub composed of a smooth sheet-

metal casing, having a lining of copper or other light, flexible material, ham-
mered, rolled, or pressed into close contact therewith, is void for want of
Invention, in view of Holmes patent, No. 189,559. 80 Fed. 904, affirmed on
application for rehearing.

On Application for Rehearing.
Before WALLAOE, LAOOMBE, and SHIPMAN, Oircuit Judges.
SHIPMAN, Oircuit Judge. This is a petition by the complainant

and appellee in the above-entitled cause for a rehearing of the ap-
peal which was recently decided by this court in favor of the appel-
lant. 80 Fed. 904. The earnest belief of the counsel for the
complainant in the strength of its patent, and that the court was
led astray bya misapprehension of the mechanical facts of the case,
induce us to restate our views respecting the patentable character of
the invention. The bath tubs most frequently in use before the
date of the Booth invention in houses which had a permanent water
supply and drainage system were, as Mr. Benjamin, one of the com-
plainant's experts, says, "commonly made of thin metal, usually
copper, arranged in what was practically a wooden box, permanently
fastened in place." The wooden cases possessed alleged dangers,
some of which were a tendency to decay, and consequently to produce
or to harbor germ life. To eliminate this wooden box, the same ex-
pert says, was one of his (the patentee's) principal objects. He sub-
stituted a sheet-steel casing for the wooden casing, and a lining of
thin copper pressed, as the pre-existing lining had been, into close
contact with the exterior casing. Olaim 1 describes the invention
which he desired to secure as "a bath tub composed of a smooth sheet-
metal casing having a lining of copper, aluminum, or other light,
flexible material, hammered, rolled, or pressed into clo'se contact with
its outer casing, substantially as and for the purpose specified."
The questions which naturally first presented themselves were the


